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Abstract
Flash photolysis has become an essential technique for dynamic investigations of living cells and tissues. This approach offers several
advantages for instantly changing the concentration of bioactive compounds outside and inside living cells with high spatial resolution. Light
sources for photolysis need to deliver pulses of high intensity light in the near UV range (300–380 nm), to photoactivate a sufficient amount
of molecules in a short time. UV lasers are often required as the light source, making flash photolysis a costly approach. Here we describe the
use of a high power 365 nm light emitting diode (UV LED) coupled to an optical fiber to precisely deliver the light to the sample. The ability
of the UV LED light source to photoactivate several caged compounds (CMNB-fluorescein, MNI-glutamate, NP-EGTA, DMNPE-ATP) as
well as to evoke the associated cellular Ca2+ responses is demonstrated in both neurons and astrocytes. This report shows that UV LEDs are an
efficient light source for flash photolysis and represent an alternative to UV lasers for many applications. A compact, powerful, and low-cost
system is described in detail.
© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The flash photolysis technique allows the fast and spatially defined application of bioactive molecules and is therefore a powerful tool for the dynamic study of the molecular
mechanisms underlying physiological processes at the cellular level. It can be combined to electrophysiological techniques (e.g. patch-clamp) or cellular imaging techniques (e.g.
fluorescence microscopy) to monitor cellular responses to
photoactivation of the caged molecules. Caged compounds
are composed of active molecules that are covalently bound
to a photoabsorbing group resulting in a photolabile, biologically inert molecule. Upon UV illumination, the photolabile caged compound releases the free, biologically active
molecule along with the free caging group [1]. Several classes
of compounds such as neurotransmitters, nucleotides, Ca2+
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chelators, fluorescent dyes, or second messengers are commercially available as caged compounds and can be exploited
for a wide panel of biological applications [2]. Flash photolysis of caged compounds has many advantages for the study of
living cells in real time. For example, caged versions of compounds such as IP3 , cyclic AMP or caged Ca2+ , can be loaded
into the cell and released inside the cell. The photochemical
reaction is very fast, usually ranging from submicroseconds
to milliseconds, and can be triggered at any moment during
the course of the experiment in spatially defined regions of
the specimen [3].
Caged compounds are photolyzed in the 300–380 nm
range of the UV spectrum [3], and require the use of powerful light sources either pulsed or continuous. Xenon [4–6]
or mercury [7–10] arc lamps coupled to a electrical or mechanical shutter, as well as flash lamps [11–13] that provide
short pulses of UV light, are often used coupled to a microscope via the epifluorescent port, producing uncaging in
defined areas [3]. Because high power flash lamps produce
large electromagnetic artifacts and need up to several seconds
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to re-charge, they are incompatible with certain experimental
approaches as discussed by others [14]. The main advantage
of flash lamps or arc lamps is the lower cost compared to UV
lasers [3].
Lasers of various types (pulsed frequency tripled Nd:YAG
lasers [15], frequency doubled ruby laser [16], nitrogen laser
[17,18]), or continuous wave argon laser [17,19]), have been
the source of choice for flash photolysis, since their higher
luminous density enables them to release caged compounds
in small spatial domains using brief pulses of light. Twophoton excitation using femtosecond infrared lasers is also
used for flash photolysis [20,21] because it allows releasing
caged compound in a diffraction-limited volume at the focal
point of objectives [22]. Despite the growing interest for flash
photolysis, the high cost of UV lasers and the difficulty of
implementing the technique have hindered the widespread
use of this technique.
Light emitting diode (LED) could be an alternative UV
light source for flash photolysis as recent innovations in the
semiconductor industry has seen the production of a device
that can emit UV light of wavelengths and powers potentially compatible with photolysis applications. The cost of
these devices is considerably lower than UV lasers and flash
lamps. In the present report, we demonstrate the feasibility
of using a high power UV LED as a light source for flash
photolysis with several applications for intracellular calcium
(Ca2+
i ) homeostasis.

2.2. Fluorescence imaging

2. Materials and methods

2+
Ca2+
i was measured using the Ca -sensitive fluorescent
probe Fluo-4. Fluorescence was excited at 490 nm and detected at >520 nm (Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT, USA).
Cell loading was performed at 37 ◦ C using the membrane
permeant Fluo4-AM (6 M, Teflabs) in a HEPES-buffered
balanced solution (see composition below). Once loaded with
dye, cells were placed in an open chamber (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT, USA) on the stage of an inverted epifluorescence microscope (Diaphot 300, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan)
and observed through a 40 × 1.3 N.A. oil-immersion or a
20 × 0.8 N.A. glycerol-immersion objective lens (Nikon).
Fluorescence excitation wavelengths were selected using a
fast filter wheel fed to the microscope by a liquid light guide
(Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA, USA). Fluorescence was
detected using Gen III+ intensified CCD Camera (VideoScope International, Washington DC, USA). Acquisition and
digitization of images, as well as time series, was computer
controlled using the software Metafluor (Universal Imaging, Downingtown, PA, USA) running on a Pentium PC
computer.
Experimental solutions (pH 7.4) contained (mM): NaCl
135, KCl 5.4, HEPES 20, CaCl2 1.3, MgSO4 0.8, NaH2 PO4
0.78, glucose 5. The solution for dye loading contained
20 mM glucose and supplemented with 0.1% Pluronic F127.
When indicated, cells were loaded with NP-EGTA 8 M
for 30 min in HEPES-buffered balanced solution at 37 ◦ C,
washed, replaced in culture medium for 3 h 30 min before
experimentation.

2.1. Cell culture

2.3. Optical tools

Cortical astrocytes in primary culture were obtained from
1- to 3-day-old OF1 mice as described previously [23].
Briefly, after microdissection and dissociation of the cortex,
cells were grown for 2–5 weeks on 12 mm glass coverslips
in DME medium (Gibco) containing 25 mM glucose, and
supplemented with 10% FCS, penicillin, streptomycin and
amphotericin. Mouse cortical primary cultures of neurons
were performed with E17 mouse embryos, as previously
described [24,25]. After removing meninges, entire cortices
were mechanically dissociated in a phosphate buffer saline
(PBS)-glucose solution without divalent cations (100 mM
NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 1.5 mM KH2 PO4 , 7.9 mM Na2 HPO4 ,
33 mM glucose, 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 g/ml streptomycin) and resuspended in Neurobasal-medium (Gibco)
containing 2% B27 supplement (Gibco), 0.5 mM glutamine,
and 25 M glutamate. Neurons were then cultured onto
poly-ornithine coated coverslips to produce highly enriched
cultures of neurons [25]. After 3 h in vitro, the coverslips
containing the neurons were placed on top of a feeder layer
of cortical glial cells prepared as described above and were
allowed to grow for 2–3 weeks. These procedures have
been approved by our state legislation and follow their
guidelines.

The high power UV LED (365 nm/100 mW) model
NCCU033 was from Nichia (Tokyo, Japan). The LED was
mounted on a custom-built aluminum passive cooler. The
optical setup was assembled on the breadboard of an optical
table (TMC, Peabody, MA) using a 20 × 0.35 N.A. objective
lens (Spindler & Hoyer, Germany) or a pair of 9 × 18 fused
silica planoconvex lenses (Edmund Industrial Optics, Barrington, NJ) mounted in a lens holder (Edmund), and a xyz
fiber optics holder (Melles Griot, Carlsbad, CA). The fiber
used was a polyimide coated fused silica optical fiber (model
Optran UV 50/125A, CeramOptec, Bonn, Germany) with
high UV transmission (50 m core/125 m clad/150 m
jacket/0.22 N.A.) and was cleaved on both ends using a CT07 high precision cleaver (Fujikura, Tokyo, Japan). Before
cleaving, the polyimide jacket was removed over 5 cm by
soaking the fiber in boiling 95% sulfuric acid for ∼20 min.
The photodiode device used for optical alignment was purchased from Till Photonics (Gräfelfing, Germany).
2.4. UV LED driver
A driver for the UV LED was realized (Fig. 1A) with
an electronic circuit which was fed by a 9 V external power
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the UV LED system. (A) Diagram of the UV LED driver as described in the text body. (B) Schematic representation of the UV LED assembly
coupled to the epifluorescence microscope (see Section 2 and text body for the description).

supply able to provide a 1A dc current. To deliver high power
light pulses the switch 2 (SW2) is closed letting a 500 mA
current (Iwork) flow through the UV LED. This current represents 70% of the maximum current rating for this UV LED
(700 mA). During the adjustment and alignment of the optical assembly SW2 is open, and a test current of 6 mA (Itest)
flows through the UV LED. A TTL trigger, sent by the computer to the CTRL input, is used to switch the LED on and
off. In this design, pulling the trigger line to 0 V switches
the UV LED on, allowing convenient manual control of the
driver by using the switch 1 (SW1), even when a computer is
not connected. Transistor Q1 inverts the control signal, and
Q2 makes a level translation of the pulse for the transistor
Q3 which drives the current for the UV LED. The computer
parallel port is used as the trigger line controlled through the
Metafluor software (Universal Imaging, USA), enabling UV
pulses of varying durations to be sent at any moment during
the course of the experiment.

Table 1
Photolysis quantum efficiency of tested caged compounds
Compound name

Quantum efficiency

References

CMNB-fluorescein
MNI-glutamate
NP-EGTA
DMNPE-ATP

∼0.13a

[32]
[11]
[33]
[34]

0.08
0.23
0.07

Comparison of quantum yields of the caged compounds tested in this study.
Data were compiled from the literature.
a Quantum efficiency of the structurally related caged compound CMNBphenylephrine.

rescein), o-nitrophenyl EGTA-AM (NP-EGTA), adenosine
5 -triphosphate P3 -(1-(4,5-dimethoxy-2-nitrophenyl)ethyl)
ester disodium salt (DMNPE-caged ATP), and Pluronic
F-127 from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR, USA). All
other compounds were from Sigma. Table 1 compares the
photolysis quantum efficiency of the compounds used in this
study.

2.5. Chemicals
4-Methoxy-7-nitroindolinyl-caged l-glutamate (MNIcaged-l-glutamate) was from Tocris-Anawa Trading
(Zürich, Switzerland). Fluorescein bis-(5-carboxymethoxy2-nitrobenzyl) ether dipotassium salt (CMNB-caged fluo-

3. Results
Several commercially available models of UV LEDs have
been tested in our laboratory over the past few years for
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their potential usefulness as light source for photolysis. Even
though most of them were able to uncage CMNB-caged fluorescein (CMNB-fluorescein), the 100 mW 365 nm UV LED
recently released by Nichia was the first to combine the adequate wavelength and power for flash photolysis applications.
Therefore, this report will focus on this particular UV LED
model.
3.1. Setup conﬁguration
In a first phase, a driver for the UV LED was realized
(Fig. 1A) that uses a 9 V external power supply. The driver is
either manually controlled or driven by means of TTL pulses
to generate UV pulses of varying durations at any time during
the course of an experiment. The UV LED was mounted on
an aluminum passive cooler to dissipate the heat generated
by the relatively high current used for light pulses (Fig. 1B).
The light was focused on a multimode fused silica 50 m core
optical fiber mounted in a xyz fiber optics holder by using a
20 × 0.35 N.A. microscope objective lens (Fig. 1B) or two
planoconvex fused silica lenses (not shown). The fine optical
alignment was optimized by monitoring the light output at
the fiber exit using a photodiode. The optical fiber was posi-

tioned at ∼45◦ in the field of view using a micromanipulator
(Fig. 1B).
3.2. CMNB-caged ﬂuorescein uncaging efﬁciency
The ability of the UV LED flash photolysis system to
photoactivate CMNB caged-fluorescein was first tested. This
compound is not fluorescent until photoactivation releases
the brightly fluorescent fluorescein molecule. CMNB-caged
fluorescein (100 M) was dissolved in 100% glycerol to limit
the diffusion of released fluorescein and allow the precise observation of the photoactivated area. The fiber tip was placed
in the glycerol drop deposited on a glass coverslip approximately 20 m above the glass surface. UV light flashes of
100, 500, and 1000 ms were delivered through the fiber and
resulted in stepwise increases in fluorescence intensity in the
flashed area (Fig. 2A) monitored by excitation at 490 nm
(emission >520 nm) of photoreleased fluorescein through the
epifluorescence microscope.
Images of the flashed area, represented in pseudocolor
scale in Fig. 2B, acquired ∼100 ms after the UV flash show
that the amount of fluorescein released is proportional with
the duration of photolysis. Fig. 2B shows that the elliptic

Fig. 2. Initial testing of UV LED flash photolysis. (A) Fluorescence intensity of photoreleased fluorescein plotted against time. Three consecutives UV flashes
of 100, 500 and 1000 ms (red arrows) were delivered from the UV LED through the optical fiber placed in a glycerol drop containing CMNB-caged fluorescein
(100 M) on the microscope stage. (B) Transmitted light image of the cleaved optical fiber tip in the glycerol drop (top left). The inner core of the fiber was
drawn and overlaid in the top right image (plain white lines). The three pseudocolor images show the 2D distribution of the uncaged fluorescein after the
three consecutive UV stimuli, depicting different areas of fluorescence intensity. The 100 ms flash (top right) allowed us to trace (white stripped line) the
full-width-half-maximal intensity area. Representative results out of nine separate experiments. (C) Ca2+ uncaging performed in astrocytes loaded with the
caged Ca2+ compound NP-EGTA and the Ca2+ probe Fluo-4 (top image). The mask drawn in (B) was aligned with the fiber inner core and used to aim the UV
beam at cell 1. The false color overlay in the bottom image shows that only the targeted cell 1 exhibited a significant elevation of cytosolic Ca2+ . (D) Fluo-4
fluorescence intensities plotted against time, showing that repetitive Ca2+
i responses can be triggered by NP-EGTA uncaging in the five selected cells indicated
in the top image of (C). Scale bar 100 m. Representative experiment out of five.
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area of photoactivation, corresponding to the area of fullwidth-half maximum (FWHM) intensity, had a size of
33.4 ± 1.2 m (small diameter) and 62.7 ± 3.6 m (large diameter) located ∼54 ± 7 m away from the fiber tip. This
area corresponds to the highest intensity of UV light output,
which is about the size of a cultured astrocyte. The outline
of the inner fiber tip end from transmitted image and the outline of the FWHM intensity area were then drawn to create a
mask (Fig. 2B, top left) used to help aiming the UV beam at
distinct cells in the field of view in subsequent protocols.
3.3. Determination of the spatial accuracy of uncaging
using NP-EGTA
We then asked whether this system was able to uncage
bioactive compounds and whether it was able to target a
single cell. The caged Ca2+ compound NP-EGTA, a Ca2+
chelator, can be loaded into the cell using its membranepermeant derivative NP-EGTA AM. Photoactivation of NPEGTA causes the fragmentation of the molecule in two parts
having negligible Ca2+ affinities, resulting in fast Ca2+ release
[3]. This caged compound has been extensively used to study
Ca2+ signaling [5,9,18,19,26]. Cultured cortical mouse astrocytes were simultaneously loaded with NP-EGTA (30 min,
8 M) and the Ca2+ fluorescent indicator Fluo4-AM, allowing the monitoring of intracellular Ca2+ change after photolysis. The fiber tip was placed 20 m above the cell surface
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and positioned within the mask as described above. A selected
cell in the field of view was placed in the area corresponding
to the highest intensity defined by the mask. Cells were then
flashed and the Ca2+
i changes were monitored against time in
the aimed cell as well as in the surrounding cells (Fig. 2D).
Fig. 2C shows a clear Ca2+
increase in the aimed cell afi
ter flashes of 100, 500 ms and 1 s. Very weak Ca2+ increases
could be observed in neighboring cells (e.g. cells 2 and 3) after
500 ms and 1 s flashes. However, no detectable increase over
basal Ca2+
could be observed for shorter (100 ms) flashes
i
(Fig. 2D). It is not certain whether the small Ca2+
i elevation
in the neighboring cells is due to direct Ca2+ uncaging or to
the propagation of a Ca2+
i elevation from the targeted cell as
a wave [27,28]. Nevertheless, these experiments indicate that
in the present configuration, the precision of the method is at
the level of a single cell.
3.4. Application to MNI-caged glutamate and
DMNPE-caged ATP
MNI-caged glutamate (MNI-glu) is an inert, stable and
rapidly released caged neurotransmitter [29] that has been
used, for instance, to mimic the synaptic input and map the
glutamate sensitivity of the dendritic tree of neurons [30]. Astrocytes express metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs)
[31] coupled to inositol phosphate/Ca2+ signal transduction
pathway. MNI-glu (1 mM) was added to the bath of astrocytes

Fig. 3. Astrocytic response to the extracellular uncaging of MNI-caged glutamate.(A) Fluo-4 fluorescence plotted against time, showing that repetitive Ca2+
i
responses can be triggered by glutamate uncaging (100 ms flashes) in three selected cells indicated in the last image of C. (B) Zoomed up traces of the graph
A, showing the sequential pattern of response in the three cells. (C) A gallery of Fluo-4 fluorescence images. The initial image has been subtracted from all the
images, which show the extension of the Ca2+ response as a wave. The top image recorded −0.6 s before photoactivation indicates the region where UV light
spot was applied (i.e. cell 1). Representative experiments out of six. Scale bar 100 m. (D) One-second UV flashes in the absence of caged compound in the
bath did not produce any response from the cells (n = 7 experiments).
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Fig. 4. Uncaging of DMNPE-caged ATP. The graph shows Fluo-4 fluorescence plotted against time. Repetitive Ca2+
i responses can be triggered by
ATP uncaging (two 500 ms and two 100 ms flashes) in three selected astrocytes indicated in the image (cell 1 is the aimed cell). Representative
experiment out of eight.

loaded with the Ca2+ probe Fluo-4. The fiber was placed
20 m above the cell monolayer and aimed at one single cell.
Fig. 3A shows that by photoactivation (100 ms) of extracellular MNI-glu on one single cell, resulted in an increase in Ca2+
i
in the aimed cell as well as in surrounding cells. Focal application of glutamate and several other neurotransmitters are
known to initiate the spreading of Ca2+ waves [27]. By carefully looking at the time course of the Ca2+
i increase a shift
is observed between the onset of the response in the targeted
cell and the cells more distant from photolysis spot (Fig. 3B).
In fact, the Ca2+
i rise occurred in a cell-by-cell manner like
a wave starting from the cell stimulated by flash photolysis
(Fig. 3C and D). Similar results have been observed by others

when a different type of caged glutamate (CNB-glutamate)
is photoreleased onto astrocytes [17].
DMNPE-caged ATP (caged ATP) is an inactive and photolabile precursor of ATP and has been used for neuronal
studies [8]. Astrocytes express P2Y purinergic receptors, a
family of G-protein-coupled receptors activated mainly by
ATP whose activation leads to robust Ca2+ responses. One
astrocyte was flashed with the presence of exogenous caged
ATP (1 mM). A Ca2+
i response of the same type as with caged
glutamate was observed in the aimed astrocyte and at a lesser
extent in the surrounding cells (Fig. 4).
In the absence of MNI-glu (Fig. 3D) or DMNPE-caged
ATP (not shown) in the extracellular bath, no Ca2+
i increase
were induced by the UV flashes, excluding that the Ca2+
responses were due to a direct effect of the UV stimulation
on the cells.
Taken together, these results indicate that the LED UV
light is not only applicable to intracellular uncaging, but also
to extracellular photolysis of bioactive compounds.
3.5. Determination of the minimal pulse duration
We then asked whether the pulse duration could be
reduced under 100 ms. Neurons being more sensitive to
glutamate than cultured astrocytes, their response to glutamate photorelease was tested under the same conditions
in order to determine the efficiency of the LED photolysis
approach. Ca2+
increase in the aimed neurons was monii
tored using Fluo-4 after flashes of 1, 5, 10, and 50 ms in the
presence of 1 mM MNI-glu. Fig. 5 shows that a 1 ms pulse
already induced a detectable Ca2+ response in the aimed

Fig. 5. Neuronal stimulation using MNI-caged glutamate. Graphs show neuronal Fluo-4 fluorescence plotted against time for three different regions indicated
by the arrow heads in the image series. A 1 ms flash triggered a modest Ca2+
response in the aimed neurons (region 1) following glutamate photorelease.
i
By applying a 5 ms flash, two groups of neurons (1 and 2) exhibited a Ca2+
increase.
The delivering of both 10 and 50 ms pulses induced a stronger Ca2+
i
i
response and several neurons were activated. The images represent a time series of Fluo-4 loaded neurons and show the extension of the Ca2+
i response from
2+
the photoactivated neurons to the other neurons. The basal Ca2+
i level is represented in a gray scale and the Cai elevation due to the photoactivation in an
orange scale. Representative experiments out of four. Scale bar 200 m.
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neurons, and that 5 ms pulses initiated a multi-neuronal
response.
Taken together, these results show that a high power UV
LED used for flash photolysis is an efficient UV light source.
The four caged compounds tested were photoactivated by
pulses as short as 1 ms in areas of single cell size delivered
using an optical fiber.

4. Discussion
LEDs were first introduced commercially in the 1960s and
emitted infrared and then red light. From that point on, the
semiconductor industry has put enormous efforts in the development of LEDs with always shorter wavelengths and with
improved efficiency and power. The most recent innovations
in the LED technology are devices that can emit UV light.
The material used for manufacturing the semiconductor
core of modern LEDs, which determines the wavelength of
emitted light, is usually a combination of gallium, arsenic
and phosphorus. However, these materials present a problem
in that efficiency of light production is rapidly degraded at
wavelengths shorter than 380 nm because self-absorption of
gallium nitride layers. Recently, a UV LED was developed
without gallium nitride layer which can provide high light
outputs even at short wavelength. In particular, a high power
365 nm UV LED has been successfully produced with an
output power of 100 mW.
We show in the present study that this type of UV LED
provide enough energy to efficiently uncage the four caged
compounds tested here, namely: caged glutamate, caged ATP,
caged Ca2+ , and caged fluorescein, which have quantum
yields ranging from 0.07 to 0.23 (Table 1).
UV light is often delivered through the microscope objective for photolysis applications. Parpura and Haydon [14]
have proposed the utilization of an optical fiber to deliver
the laser UV light directly to the sample. The fiber optics approach offers, however, important advantages, for instance in neuroscience research because it allows uncaging
compounds away from the field of view where imaging or
electrical recording is performed. It is also a device that
is not physically attached to a given microscope and can
be readily transported to other experimental setups. However, the use of fiber optic light delivery cannot match the
spatial accuracy that can be achieved using high numerical aperture microscope objectives. Nevertheless, the use
of small or tapered fibers [14] allows restricting the illuminated spot to acceptable sizes. However, when necessary, UV
LED light beam could also be directed through the objective
lens.
The adequacy of LEDs, arc lamps, or lasers for UV flash
photolysis will strongly depend on how the UV light is to
be delivered to the sample as well as on the size of the photoactivated area at the specimen plane. Thus, although a sideby-side comparison of the UV LED performance with other
sources would be informative, it is difficult to achieve because
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the spectral bandwidth, dimension and light intensity distribution of the produced light spot are quite different among
sources. The present study, however, demonstrates that high
power UV LEDs are efficient UV light sources for flash photolysis able to uncage several different caged compounds,
with uncaging durations as short as 1–5 ms. As in the configuration presented, the illuminated spot had the size of a cell,
the advantages of flash photolysis for rapid and spatially controlled delivery of bioactive compounds can be fulfilled using
UV LEDs. This approach is therefore a realistic alternative to
UV lasers and arc lamps and should be applicable to numerous experimental situations with the additional advantages of
low cost, portability, and simplicity of implementation.
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